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CURRENT EVENTS
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Give credit to Coach Kanaly for our:
showing in the Intercollegiates Saturday. We didn't get first, hut we were
certainly a ;good second against such
a team as Cornell.

~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

The petition patronage of our student friends. Don't

At a meeting of all men who have
played in the State games, William E.
Parker of Harrington, Me.. was elected
captain of the University of Maine football team for 1910. Although he is
only a sophomore, Parker was the only
He played a star
logical candidate.
game at right halfback last season and

has been the mainstay in the back field
this fall.
Perhaps Harvard can tind some consolation in the victory of her chess team
over that of Yale. The final score was
8 to 6, and is the sixth consecutive vietory for the crimson in this strenuous
sport.
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Management at the race was also in
contrast to the management on Field
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Day. The managers certainly made an
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not upper
upper classmen,
classmen, but
freshmen and
and not
freshmen
All Aero Club members ought to go
out for track now so that when the
"glider" is finished, they will be in
good training.
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whoever they are, they are bringing discredit to the Institute. Especially is
this true of the freshmen who do this
when in uniform, which proclaims them
surely to be Tech men.
It is hoped that when the men realize
that their actions in this respect reflect
upon the reputation of the Institute as
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